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your money 
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Sinclair Gasolines give more miles per dollar 
l 
I 
Put Dinosaur power in yo ur engine with Sinclair 
Dino or Dino S upreme Gasolin e, the modern , 
efficient motor fuels . Both contain an excl usive 
Nickel Compound that red uces engine wear, 
saves on repa irs , gives more miles per dollar. 
Drive in and fill up today at the sign of the 
S inclair Dinosaur. 
American Express • Diners' Club • 
C(j, ,k /Jl,,,r.lr honored at 
Sinclair Stations. 
Discover America best by car. 
DRIVE WITH CARE A N D BUY SI N CLAI R 
SINCLAIR REFINING COMPANY 
P.O. Box 3526 - Colu mbus, Ohio 43214 
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TODA Y'S COVER 
Today's cover and pro-
gram feature Charles 
W. (Chic) Harley, Ohio 
State's first all-American 
of 50 years ago, who 
led the Buckeyes to Big 
Ten titles in 1916 and 
1917. Harley also was 
chosen all-American in 
1917 and 1919. 
OFFICIAL WATCH 
FOR THIS GAME 
******* 
LONGINES 
THE WORLD'S 
MOST HONORED 
WATCH 
Long ines S·Star Admiral Automatic with Ca lendar 
All-Proof:lil , sweep.second, 14K gold strap-$185.00 
gk/iitguzes (iedo 
Every Longines watch, 
whatever its type, for whatever 
its use, today, as for almost 
a century, is manufactured to 
be the finest of its kind and 
worthy in every respect to be called 
The World's Most Honored Watch 
LONGINES-WITTNAUER WATCH CO. 
MONTREAL NEW YORK GENEVA 
Maker of Watches of th e Highest Character Since 1867 
The University Presidents Michigan State Representatives 
* 
HUGH DUFFY DAUGHERTY 
Head Football Coach 
DR. NOVICE G. FAWCETT 
President, The Ohio State University 
CLARENCE L. "BIGGIE" MUNN 
Director of Athletics 
* 
* 
DR. JOHN A. HANNAH JOHN A. FUZAK 
President, Michigan State University Faculty Representative 
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Extensive researc h complex a t Michigan State Un iversity 
Michigan State Plant Research C:enter 
Atomic Energy Commission joins University's new Laboratory Project 
By CHARLES R. DOWNS, Biology and Medicine Editor 
f or thousands of years, man has been growing 
plants and using them for food, clothing, 
housing, medicine and adornment. 
But in many ways, he has been like a non-
Electronic instrumen, 
tation used in g ather• 
ing data 
4 
mechanic driving a car; he has known how to 
use it - 1:-0 make it start, stop, go fa.st, go slow 
- but he has had only a general idea about 
what makes it operate. 
Only in recent years have scientists begun 
to understand the fundamentals of the way 
a seed grows and develops, becoming root, stem, 
leaf and flower, drawing energy from the sun 
and sustenance from the soil and the air. 
In order to intensify this kind of research 
and consequently to gain a better understanding 
of how food crops are affected by radiation and 
how they can be improved, the U.S. Atomic 
Energy Commission and Michigan State Uni-
versity have joined forces and established the 
MSU-AEC Plant Research Laboratory. 
As a result of research by the new laborat:-Ory 
and . 1milar studies in lh d p,lrlmenLs of 
botany and plant pathology, horticulture, crop 
science and biochemistry, MSU i gaining new 
prominence as a center for plant research. 
After operating for it first year in the Bio-
chemistry building the plant research labora-
tory moved this summer in to its own $2.6 
million research building in the science com-
plex. 
The new building is designed, furnished and 
staffed for the specific purpo e of conductino· 
research on the thousands of intricate genetic, 
biochemical, biophysical and physiological pro-
cesses that take place in the transition of seed 
to mature plant. 
Special facilities and equipment which will 
help researcher in their tasks include an under-
ground chamber for irradiating plants with 
rays from a highly radioactive cobalt 60 source, 
a number of plant growth chambers for regu-
lating the light, temperatw·e and humidity of 
the environment in which plants are growing, 
and a wide range of modern electronic equip-
ment, including an electron microscope and in-
strument for determining quantities of radio-
active isotopes taken up by growing plants. 
Directed by Dr. Ant:-On Lang, the plant re-
search laboratory is designed to train graduate 
students and postdoctoral researchers as well 
as to conduct research. 
Plant exposed to cobalt 60 ra diation 
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Graduate stud ent works w ith plan ts in Atomic En ergy 
Laboratory 
The staff presently includes nine full-time 
plant biologists, biochemists and geneticists 
who are appointed to academic departments as 
well as 1:-0 the re earch laboratory. Also on the 
staff are 12 postdoctoral researchers. When 
fully developed, the laboratory will have a staff 
of about 100, including 35 to 40 professional 
persons and about 25 graduate tudents. 
ome of the researchers in the new labora-
tory are studying the physiology of plant , with 
particular emphasis on the process of flowering 
and the ways in which environmental fact:-Ors 
affect growth and development. Others are 
tudying the role of plant hormones and en-
zymes in plant development. Cell wall proteins, 
control of algal spore formation and phy iologi-
cal genetics are also major concern . 
In addition to the application of such re-
earch to the improvement of crop plants and 
to the understanding of radiation damage on 
plants, and thus on the nation's food supply, 
many aspects of the re earch are applicable to 
growth and development of animals and hu-
mans. For example, a geneticist on the staff 
is studying a chemical which is common to the 
blood of pregnant women, to growing kernels of 
corn to cancer cells, suggesting that it is prob-
ably involved in the rapid division of cell in 
plants, animals and humans alike. 
Beaumont Tower 
Fee Hall 
MICHIGAN 
STATE CAMPUS 
Hubbard Hall 
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LOUIS McCULLOUGH 
Defensive Coordinator 
HUGH HINDMAN 
Tackle Coach 
LARRY CA TUZZI 
Offensive Backfield Coach 
ESCO SARKKINEN 
End Coach 
W. W. (WOODY) HA YES 
Head Coach 
WILLIAM MALLORY 
Defensive line Coach 
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HARRY STROBEL 
Guard·Center Coach 
GLENN (Tiger) ELLISON 
Freshman Coach 
EARLE BRUCE 
Defensive Backfield Coach 
after 
the game 
It's time for good food . . . 
and where food is finest, it's Cooked with Gas. 
Gas cooking, on your patio or inside your home, 
is just a sample of the convenience and good liv-
ing you'll enjoy with year 'round Gas air condi-
tioning and modern Gas appliances serving you 
throughout your home. A 
@U !1J1!JIMil®~ [l]·s:-GAs @i;s @G=[la@ a 
THE FINEST SEAFOOD 
AND SUPERB DRINKS 
SERVED MON. thru FRl. . 11 :00 a.m. till 1 :00 a.m. 
SATURDAY 5:00 p.m. t ill 1 :00 a.m. 
Ohio ltate 
BuekC!ye1 
GARY MILLER 
No. 58- TACKLE, EDUCATION 
PAUL HUDSON 
No. 36- FULLBACK, EDUCATION 
8 
ROBERT REIN 
No. 45-HALFBACK, ARTS 
JOHN FILL, Co-Captain 
No. 15- HALFBACK, EDUCATION 
Photos By House of Portraits 
RICHARD HIMES 
No. 71 - GUARD, ARTS 
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RAY PRYOR, Co-Captain 
No. 65-CENTER, ARTS 
MICHAEL CURRENT, Co-Captain 
No. 74- TACKLE, COMMERCE 
BILLY ANDERS 
No. 81 - END, EDUCATION 
TO CHARTER 
YOUR GROUP 
CALL 
CA4-6310 
CA 1-51 7 I 
Y ou' II always 
remember . . the old world 
flavor . . the supet·b food 
elegant service .. . 
the modest cost. 
Open Monday 1hrough Saturday 
9 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
OPEN SUNDAYS 
11:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
1421 Olentangy River Road/ Pho11 ,\. 4-5111 for your reservation 
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FOR HAVING THE MOST 
COMFORTABLE FANS 
ARRIVING AT THE GAME 
ON CLEAN, REFRESHING 
BUSES WITH THAT ... 
THE 
HISS STAMP 
COMPANY 
HERMAN A. BLOOM, President 
GEORGE W. RITCHEY, Manager 
RUBBER, BRASS AND STEEl 
MARKING DEVICES 
BRONZE TABLETS 
NUMBERING MACHINES 
195 EAST LONG STREET 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 
OHIO STADIUM INFORMATION 
TICKET SALES 
AVAILABLE TICKETS are for sale at gate I (closed end). The 
Ticket Office is located in the southeast corner of the St. John 
Arena, just l 00 yards north of the closed end of the Stadium. 
Phone CY 3-2624. 
Permanent seats: 71 ,371. Total Seating capacity, 81 ,109. 
Construction cost: $1,341,000. Financed chiefly by gifts 
aggregating $1,083,000, pledged by 13,000 persons. 
Seats in Section A: 31,330; Section B, 14,429; Section C, 
21,145. "A" Boxes, 2,828; "B" Boxes, 1,748. Total permanent 
seats, 71,480. 
Temporary seats: South stands, 4,858; field seats, 4,771. 
Total temporary seats, 9,629. 
Total seats between goal lines: 29,175 or 37%. 
Height of wall : 98 feet, three inches; length, 752 feet, 6 
inches, ground area, 10 acres. Circumference, one third mile. 
Material: Concrete and steel. Seats in press box, 144. Radio 
and photo booths, 18. 
SCOREBOARDS 
The Stadium has three scoreboards. Two are located at the 
southeast and southwest towers. The third is located at the 
north end under "C" deck. 
ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES 
Eighty-seven concrete and steel arches each 13 feet wide 
and 56 feet high. Towers at the open and north entrance each 
l 00 feet high and 36 feet square. A half dome 86 feet, six 
inches high and 70 fee t in diameter. Twelve ramps feed 112 
aisles. 
GA.ME TIME 
All games will beg in at l :30 p.m. EST. 
VARSITY "0 " 
Post-game mee ting place of Varsity "O" will be in the 
recreation center of the stadium dormitories. 
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SERVICE TO PATRONS 
Emergency medical treatment is available in special first 
aid quarters back of Sections 11 and 12 in "B" deck. A 
mobile section also is available on the ground level at the 
northeast section of the Stadium. Pay telephones are located 
at Sections SA, BA, JOA, 17A, 19A, 20A, 22A, and at the 
southeast corner of the Stadium. 
A LOST and FOUND WINDOW is maintained at the north 
or closed end of the Stadium until 30 minutes after the games. 
losses should be reported there and any articles found should 
be turned in there or to any usher. Address inquiries to Arena 
Ticket Office, St. John Arena (CY 3-2624). 
RADIO AND MOVIE CAMERAS 
Western Conference rules prohibit spectators having either 
RADIOS or MOVIE CAMERAS at the games. These may be 
checked at the LOST and FOUND WINDOW at the north or 
closed end of the Stadium and may be reclaimed there until 
30 minutes after game at the same window. 
PUBLIC ADDRESS ANNOUNCEMENTS 
No announcements are ever made over the Stadium public 
address system except under the gravest circumstances, such 
as serious illness or accident. Kindly refrain from requesting 
this service. 
Physician members of the Academy of Medicine of Colum-
bus and Franklin County and the staff of Doctor's Hospital 
are paged by numbers. 
REST ROOMS 
Men's rest rooms are located at gates 7, 10, 12, 13, 17, 
18, 23 and 24. Women's rest rooms are located at gates 
l, 2, 12, 13, 19 and 20. Four rest rooms also are located 
on "B" deck. The larger but least used rest rooms are located 
on B level at the north or closed end of the Stadium. 
CHARLES BAILEY 
No. 61-TACKLE 
FRANK WATERS 
No. 43- HALFBACK 
REGIS CAVENDER 
No. 25-FUlLBACK 
RIC HARD KENNEY 
No. 42- KICKER 
JACK ZINDEL 
No. 65- GUARD 
MICH IGAN STAT E 
PABTANS 
GEORGE CHA nos 
No. 82- END 
DRAKE GARRETT 
No. 39-SAFETY 
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JEFF RICHARDSON 
No. 57- GUARD 
JERRY JONES 
No. 29- HALFBACK 
AFTER the GAME ENJOY the FINEST in FOOD 
P.S. We have 
27 Pancake Varieties 
10 Waffle Valiations 
Steaks, Chops, Chicke11 5 Shrimp 
Three Locations: 
• 4264 NORTH HIGH STREET 
e 1383 SOUTH HAMILTON ROAD 
• in THE BEASLEY-D ESHLER HOTEL 
Open 7 Days a Week 
" A TRUE ADVENTU RE IN EATING PLEASURE" 
"The Best Rest East or W est" 
98 Air-Conditioned Rooms 
TV and Radio in Every Room 
Heated Swimming Pool 
jaAvifooce MOTEL 
AND 
Explorers Restaurant 
Dublin Road at Grandview On Route 33 Northwest - Six Minutes to Campus 
13 
486-0651 
BREAKFAST 
BRUNCH 
LUNCHEON 
COCKTAILS 
DINNER 
!GUEST ROOMS! Take time out ... FOR THE GAME ... 
From THE CHRISTOPHER INN 
Hospitality around the clock 
300 East Broad Street. downtown Columbus Reservations: phone 229-3541 
OHIO STATE FOOTBALL FANS 
ENJOY THE BEST 
HOT DOGS 
Served at all Home Games 
OHIO STEAK AND BARBECUE CO. 
COWALL PROMOTIONS, INC. 
presents 
THE ALL STAR ROCK AND ROLL SHOW O F THE WMNI Presents an All Star COUNTRY AND 
YEAR WESTERN SHOW 
Starring The Impressions, Jerry Butler, Chuck 
Jackson and other star acts. 
Sunday, October 30 - 8:00 p.m. 
Vets Memorial Aud. 
" LOU RAWLS SINGS" Plus an all-Star Show 
Saturday, Novem ber 5 - 8 :30 p .m. 
Ve ts Memori a l Aud . 
Sund ay, November 6 - 8 :00 p .m. 
Ve ts Memoria l Aud . 
PETER, PAUL AND MARY Concert 
Saturday, November 26 - 8 :15 p .m. 
Vets Memoria l Aud . 
Tickets for Cleveland Browns Home Football Games and Colum-
bus " Checkers" Hockey Tickets for all Home Games . 
TICKETS - CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE (RICHMAN'S), 37 N. HIGH ST., CA. 8-1305 
SEARS No rthland and DISCOUNT RECORD SHOP Town & Country 
Use your SEARS Charge Account 1956 N. High St. 
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OHIO STATE'S ALL-OPPONENT RECORD -1890-1965 
Akron 
Antioch 
Auburn 
alifornia 
Carli sle Indians 
Case 
Central Kentucky 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Colgate 
Columbia 
Cornell 
Denison 
De Pauw 
Drake 
Duke 
Fort Knox 
Great Lakes 
Heidelberg 
Illinois 
Indi ana 
Iowa 
Iowa Seahawks 
Kentucky 
Kenyon 
Marietta 
Miami 
Michigan 
Mi chi gan . tate 
Minnesota 
Mi ssouri 
Mount Union 
Muskingum 
avy 
ebraska 
r ew York University 
North Carolina 
Northwestern 
otre Dame 
Oberlin 
Ohio Medical 
Ohio University 
Ohio Wesleyan 
Oregon ......... . 
Otterbein 
Pennsylvania 
Pennsylvania State 
Pittsburgh 
Princeton 
Purdue 
Southern California 
Southern Methodi st 
Stanford 
Syracuse 
Texas A . oi M. 
Texas Christian 
U.C.L.A. 
Vanderbilt 
Virginia 
Washington 
Washington State 
Western Reserve 
West Virgini a 
Wilmington 
Wisconsin 
Wittenberg 
Wooster 
G. 
5 
1 
1 
4 
1 
23 
1 
14 
11 
2 
2 
2 
16 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
54 
47 
28 
2 
3 
22 
7 
2 
62 
6 
11 
9 
1 
7 
2 
2 
2 
2 
40 
2 
26 
9 
4 
29 
3 
18 
3 
4 
18 
2 
21 
13 
5 
2 
1 
1 
3 
2 
4 
1 
3 
1 
12 
4 
1 
35 
15 
8 
osu w. osu L. 
4 
1 
0 
3 
0 
ll 
0 
10 
9 
1 
2 
0 
14 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
33 
33 
16 
1 
3 
16 
6 
2 
22 
2 
7 
8 
1 
7 
2 
2 
2 
1 
27 
0 
13 
5 
4 
26 
3 
13 
3 
0 
13 
0 
13 
7 
4 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
5 
3 
1 
24 
12 
4 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
10 
1 
2 
2 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
17 
10 
10 
1 
0 
6 
1 
0 
36 
4 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
12 
2 
10 
2 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
4 
4 
1 
6 
5 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
6 
1 
0 
7 
3 
2 
T. 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
] 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
4 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
2 
0 
1 
0 
3 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
4 
0 
2 
15 
Pct. 
.800 
1.000 
.500 
.750 
.000 
.522 
.000 
.786 
.818 
.750 
1.000 
.000 
.906 
1.000 
1.000 
.500 
1.000 
.500 
1.000 
.648 
.745 
.607 
.500 
1.000 
.727 
.756 
1.000 
.387 
.333 
.636 
.933 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
.500 
.687 
.000 
.558 
.667 
1.000 
.9 14 
1.000 
.806 
1.000 
.000 
.750 
.250 
.676 
.577 
.800 
.500 
.000 
1.000 
.500 
.500 
.750 
1 .000 
1 .000 
1.000 
.458 
.750 
1.000 
.742 
.800 
.625 
W. H . Davis (left), Alcoa's General Manager-
Industrial Relations, says: " We've found that 
Army ROTC graduates with active duly expe-
rience as officers possess better than average 
initiative , foresight , and responsibility. These 
are qualities we rate very highly, and we gladly 
pay a premium lo gel them." 
Why did 
Alcoa 
hire 
Rod Wilson? 
Because Alcoa needs men to fill key 
posi tions-men capable of moving to 
t he top; men who seek and measure up 
to responsibility. Rod Wilso n is that 
kind of man. A n Arm y ROTC Distin-
guished Military Graduate at Colorado 
S tate University, Rod won an officer's 
commissio n in the Regu lar Army along 
with his degree. Fo rty-four months of 
active duty, including 16 months over-
seas as an artillery commander, earned 
Rod Wilson 24-carat credentials as a 
leader, a man schooled in th e demand-
ing disciplines of command, th e kind 
of man Al coa looks for. 
If you're this kind of man, prove it to 
yourself, an d to the companies like 
Al coa who are looking for you. How? 
Get in Army ROTC. Stay with Army 
ROTC , all the way to success. 
ARMY .ROTC 
The Ohio State University Athletic Staff 
RICHARD C. LARKINS 
Director of Athletics 
J . EDWARD WEAVER 
Associate Director 
of Athletics 
DEAN JAMES R. McCOY 
Faculty Representative 
FLOYD S. STAHL 
Asst. Athletic Director 
E. E. BERNARD 
Business Manager 
FREDERIC BEEKMAN 
Director of lntramurals 
DR. ROBERT J . MURPHY 
Team Physician 
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GEORGE R. STATEN 
Di rector of Ticket Sales 
ROBERT C. RIES 
Asst. Ticket Director 
ERNEST R. BIGGS 
Head Trainer 
DR. RICHARD PATTON 
Team Physician 
WILBUR E. SNYPP 
Director of Publicity 
MARVIN W. HOMAN 
Asst. Director of Publicity 
DR. JUDSON D. WILSON 
Team Physician 
DR. LUTHER M. KEITH, JR . 
Team Physician 
When it's football time ... 
it's time to improve your lawn 
Take advantage of the best time of the whole year to 
rejuvenate a lawn. The experts always fertil ize in the 
fall, when natural growing conditions are best for the 
development of good, tight turf. You can literally help 
grass multiply itself with an October or November 
feeding. The benefits will be apparent this fall - and 
in next year's lawn Truly a once-a-year opportunity! 
Scotts® 
MARYSVILLE, OHIO 
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Ohio Dtate 
8uekeyn 
ROBERT WALDEN 
No. 83- END, COMMERCE 
STANLEY HAMLIN 
No, 46- HALFBACK, COMMERCE 
KIM ANDERSON 
No. 57- LINEBACKER, ARTS 
GARY CAIRNS 
No. 90- PLACE-KICKER, EDUCATION 
Photos By House of Porwaits 
WILLIAM EACHUS 
No. 63- GUARD, ARTS 
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JOHN McCOY 
No. 12-LINEBACKER, AGRICULTURE 
JOHN PALMER 
No. 68- GUARD, COMMERCE 
ARNOLD FONTES 
No. 23- HALFBACK, COMMERCE 
Michigan State Football Coaching Staff 
Front row, Left to right: Ed Rutherford , f reshman coach; Hugh Duffy Daughe rty, head coach; Al Do row, assista nt coach . Back row, Left to 
right: Dan Boisture, offe nsive b ackfi e ld coach; He nry Bullough, d efe nsive line coach; Ca l Stoll, e nd s coach; Vince Carillo!, d e fe nsive back-
field coach; Gordon Serr, offe nsive lin e coach . 
OHIO STATE COACHES' RECORDS 
Coach 
Alexander . Lilley 
Jack Ryder 
Charles A. Hickey 
David F. Edwards 
John B. Eckstorrn 
Perry Hale 
E. R. Sweet.land 
A. E. Herrnstein 
Howa rd Jones 
Harry Vaughn 
John S. Richards 
John W. Wike 
Sam . Willaman 
Francis A. Schmidt 
Paul E. Brown 
Carroll C. Widdoes 
Paul 0. Bixler 
Wesley E. Fesler 
\Y1. W. Hayes 
AU-Time Record 
Years 
1890-1891 
1890 
1892-1895 
1898 
1896 
1897 
1899-1901 
1902-1903 
1904-1905 
1906-1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913-1928 
1929-1933 
1934-1940 
1941-1943 
1944-1945 
1946 
1947-1950 
1951-1965 
UVon Lost Tied Pct. 
3 
22 
) 
I 
22 
14 
13 
28 
6 
5 
6 
78 
26 
39 
18 
16 
4 
21 
97 
2 
24 
5 
7 
4 
5 
7 
10 
1 
3 
3 
33 
10 
16 
8 
2 
3 
13 
33 
0 
2 
l 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
0 
9 
5 
1 
0 
2 
3 
7 
424 189 45 
.600 
.479 
.500 
.166 
.8 10 
.714 
.636 
.731 
.750 
.600 
.667 
.687 
.695 
.705 
.685 
.889 
.555 
.608 
.734 
.678 
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ROSE BOWL SCORES 
(Since Big Ten pact in 1947) 
1947 Illinoi ........... 45 
1948 Michigan 49 
1949 Northwestern 20 
1950 OHIO TATE 17 
1951 Michigan . 14 
1952 Illinois . 40 
1953 So. California . .... 7 
1954 Michigan State 28 
1955 OHIO STATE ........ 20 
1956 Michigan State 17 
1957 Iowa .... 35 
1958 OHIO STATE ....... 10 
1959 Iowa 38 
1960 Washington . 44 
1961 Washington ..... .. .... 17 
1962 Minnesota ..... . 21 
1963 So. California 42 
1964 Illinois 17 
1965 Michigan 34 
1966 U.C.L.A. .. ... 14 
U.C.L.A. 
So. California 
California 
California 
California 
Stanford ...... 
Wisconsin . 
U.C.L.A . ..... . 
So. California 
U.C.l.A. 
Oregon State 
Oregon ...... 
.. 14 
.......... 0 
.. 14 
... 14 
6 
... 7 
0 
.... 20 
.............. 7 
... 14 
... 19 
. .......... 7 
California .............. . ..... 12 
Wisconsin 8 
Minnesota ................... 7 
U.C.L.A. .. .. 3 
Wisconsin ...... 3 7 
Washington .... . ...... 7 
Oregon State . ..... .. ... 7 
Michigan State ..... 12 
Big Ten reams have won 15 
West Coast reams have won 5 
Ohio Dtaf@ 
RUDY HUBBARD 
No. 41 - HALFBACK, EDUCATION 
THOMAS PORTSMOUTH 
No. 30- HALFBACK, COMMERCE 
DAVID FOLEY 
No. 70- TACKLE, ENGINEERING 
WILLIAM LONG 
No. 24-QUARTERBACK, EDUCATION 
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Fifty Years Ago - The First Title 
Time Adds to Golden Glow of "Chic" Harley's All-American Performance in 1916 
By IRVEN CHEIBECK 
(Columbus Dispatch Writer) 
Anyone who tries to capture the "Chic" Harley legend in cold type and printer's ink is beaten before he starts. 
Any writer, attempting to tell the Harlef story_ is quic,k 
to sense the frustration which must have assailed Oh10 States 
opponents, circa 1916-1919, who tried to tackle "Chic" in the 
open field-or hold him if they did get him in their grasp. 
Time has truly added to the golden glow of the Harley 
period at Ohio State University, which pauses today to com-
memorate the 50th anniversary of the "Only One's" first sea-
on-ancl by no means incidentally-Ohio State's first Western 
Conference football championship. 
To one who was a mere kid in 1916 (the author was only 
11), it's a shock to realize that a half century has passed since 
Ohio State's Scarlet banner fir t flew proudly from the Confer-
ence championship flagpole . 
lrven Sche ibeck 
Little did we realize then, as we twice spent our "life's 
savings" (50 cent each time) to see the great "Chic" play, that 
it would be our privilege to write about it five decade 
later. 
It is possible to be a Harley admirer withou_t Jiving 
in the past or disparaging modern football m com-
parison to the so-called "good old days." 
Harley himself will tell you-and so will those of 
his teammates who are stilJ running ahead of Father 
Time-that today's football i better. 
They also will tell you that to characterize the heroes 
of yesterday as supermen is nonsen e. 
In a larger sense, Chic Harley and his teammates of 
1916, 1917 and 1919 were pioneers. They were the driv-
er of football's "Covered Wagon" days who paved the 
way for the pilots of today's jets. 
* * * 
With the past and present placed in their proper perspective, it is stilJ app1:opriate to ob~e1:ve that 
it wa Harley and his dedicated, ha~·d-h1ttmg an~ 
combat-loving teammates who shot Ohio State Um-
versity's athletic fortunes into the rarified atmosphere 
of the "big time" 50 years ago. 
The accomplishments of Harley and his teammates 
had a profound impact on the subsequent growth of 
the university- and not merely in athletics. 
Dr. Howard L. Bevis, former OSU president, prob-
ably said it best on Nov. 8, 1963 before more than 
80,000 people in Ohio Stadium when "Chic" was in-
ducted into Football' Hall of Fame. 
Addressing the huge throng- between halves of the 
Michigan State game in the "House that Harley Built", 
Dr. Bevis said , in part: 
"It takes a lot of people a long time to build a uni-
versity ... this build)ng ~s do~e in !11any wa:(S, and 
spreads out in many direct10ns, mcl?dm!; athleti~s . ,, 
It is no exaggeration to say that m his way, Ch1c 
Harley was one of the builders of the university, and as 
such he will always be remembered." 
What a team those 1916 Buckeyes were! 
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Compared to the giants of today, and even to the 
big, bruising Illinois, Chicago, Wisconsin and Minne-
sota teams of the 'Teen Decade Ohio State looked 
like a group of refugees from Singer's Midgets. 
The only sizeable player on the team was the late 
Bob Karch, a 230-pound sophomore guard, who later 
enjoyed a long and succe sful career as coach at East 
High School, "Chic's" interscholastic Alma Mater. 
Harley himself weighed only 150 to 155 pounds; 
Howard Yerge , one of Ohio State's greatest quarter-
backs, who developed the "quarterback sneak" to a 
science wasn't much bigger; Frank (Swede) Soren-
son c~ptain and fullback, weighed only 164 pounds 
ana' other backs, Fred Norton, "Fro ty" Hurm, Rhoad es 
and Hamilton, were equally diminutive. 
Ohio linemen included Charlie Seddon, a "watch 
charm" guard, who, at 145, was probably the smallest 
man ever to play this position on a college team. 
Brothers Harold and Howard Courtney, fast steel 
trap open field tacklers, weighed 163 and 168 respec-
tively. Kelly Van Dyne, 170 and Fritz Holtcamp, 165, 
shared the center job and Ohio's great end pair of 
Charles (Shifty) Bolen and Dwight Peabody, weighed 
165 and 168 respectively. 
* * * 
But if the 1916 Buckeyes lacked size, they had sp~ed, and more important, they had a coach, Jack Wilce, (he' wasn't Dr. Wilce in those days) who was one 
of the pioneers in the development of the forward pass. 
Wilce who never did receive full credit for the fact 
that he 'was years ahead of hi s time in the development 
of the air game, had the vision to realize its poten-
tiality as an "equalizer" for undersized teams. 
Fortunately, for Wilce and Ohio State, he had two 
of the greatest passers the game has known, before 
or since. Yes, one of them was Harley, the other was 
Yerges . The way those two could throw the oversized 
pumpkin which passed for a football in those "dark 
ages" of the sport was almost unbelievable. 
One other big asset Ohio State had in 1916 was the 
element of surprise. Few of the "experts" of those 
days gave the Buckeyes more than a passing gla!1ce. 
They installed Illinois and Minnesota, the prev10u 
year's co-champions as title favorites and rated Wis-
consin and Chicago as top contenders. 
Yet when Ohio State closed its season with orth-
weste{·n another Conference "have not", the cham-
pionship was at stake. Had any Sports writer pre-
dicted uch a situation before the start of the season, 
he would have been considered a mental case. 
Without in any way overlooking the potent contri-
butions made by other members of the dedicated 1916 
Buckeyes, it was Harley who supplied the vital spark. 
Many members of the younger generation, and even 
some old ters, often have asked the question: "Was 
Harley really as good as they said he was?" 
The answer is a resounding "Yes, Yes, Yes-a thou-
and times Yes!" 
' Chic" may not have been football's greatest ball 
carrier but with all due respect to "Reel" Grange, Jim 
Thorpe, Tommy Harmon and George Gipp, you can 
still count his equals on the fingers of one hand. 
Deceptively fast, he could usually outrun opposing 
ends to break away from scrimmage. To keep the de-
fense honest, he occasionally sliced off tackle and 
"bulled" his way through the middle of the line. 
o ingle tackler ever dropped him in the open field 
and on counties occasions, he broke away from being 
fairly tackled. Although not a big man, Harley had 
powerful leg , possessed a bewildering change of pace 
and u ed the straight arm like Jack Dempsey throw-
ing a left jab. 
* * * 
Harley was one of football's fir t authenti "triple threat" men. He was an amazing- passer, and, as a 
kicker, he was good as any in history, both as a 
punter and place kicker. Also, he was an outstanding 
ex ponent of the now forgotten art of drop-kicking. 
After being kept under wraps in Ohio State's open-
ine: 12-0 victory over Ohio Wesleyan and its incredible 
12 -0 stampede over Oberlin , Harley achieverl lasting-
fame in his first Conference game, with Illinoi at 
Champaign, played under miserable weather conditions 
on a oggy field. 
It was sheer drama when Harley, after scoring a 
touchdown on a 16-yard run with only about a minute 
left to play, calmly changed shoes, discarding his mud-
caked footgear for a dry one, and kicked the all-im-
portant extra point. 
Illinois, thanks to two field goals by Bart Macomber, 
had led 6 to O at the half and it looked bad for the 
Buckeyes. Due to the sticky field, "Chic" could get 
away for his wide sweeps. Finally, with time running-
short, Harley tarted smashing up the middle, carry-
ing the ball on almost every play to bring it to the 
Illini 16. 
At this point "Chic" switched tactics and once again 
rnn a sweep, heading for the sideline where the footing 
was more olid. This time he made it. 
From then on, the Buckeyes were unstoppable. 
A homecoming crowd of about 12,000 (that's right) 
looked on with trepidation as Ohio State took on the 
powerful Wi consin Badgers on old Ohio Field, located 
along High St. just north of 17th Ave. 
The Buckeyes met the challenge and again cam 
away with a one-point victory, 14 to 13. Harley scored 
both Ohio State touchdowns, the first on a 27-yard run 
after his pas to Yerges had put the ball in scoring 
position. 
Ohio State broke a 7-7 halftime deadlock in the sec-
ond half when "Chic" took a Badger punt on hi s own 
20, slipped out of the grasp of at least eight tacklers 
and ran O yards for a touchdown for one of his great-
est efforts. 
Harley kicked both extra points and this provided 
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the winning margin. The Badgers rallied gamely in the 
last minute and cored again but were deprived of a 
chance to tie the score when the kick-out for the extra 
point try was dropped. 
* * * 
Ohio State then sma hed Indiana, 46 to 7 with Har-ley being used sparingly because of the Buckeyes' 
obvious superiority. A week later they visited 
Cleveland to ubdue stubborn Case, still a highly re-
pected Ohio opponent, by a 28-0 margin. Harley scored 
one touchdown on a 11-yard run. 
The finale with Northwestern produced another great 
Harley performance when the Bucks flattened the Pur-
ple 23 to 3 and stopped the great Paddy Driscoll a 
star in his own right. ' 
Ohio State scored in the first three minutes when 
Harley kicked a 34-yard field goal but Northwestern 
fought back and battled the Bucks to a stand till until 
early in the fourth period. At this point Driscoll had 
his one big moment when he tied the score with a 38-
yard dropkick. 
But this merely ignited the fire under the Buckeye 
boilers. 
After the next kickoff, Harley swung wide from 
scrimmage on the 37-yard line, outran the North-
western end, rever ed his field after being trapped 
momentarily near the sideline and ran 63 yard for a 
touchdown. 
orthwestern launched a desperate pa sing attack 
to reach the Ohio State 40-yard line but at this point 
Harley showed hi defensive skill. He intercepted the 
next Wildcat pass on the 20 to snuff out orthwestern' 
final scoring threat. 
The Bucks then proceeded to wrap it up. They rolled 
down to 1orthwestern's 15-yard line on a brilliant, sus-
tained drive and from here, Harley scored again. In 
the fading moments, Chic put the "fro ting on the 
cake" when he threw a beautiful pass to Clarence Mc-
Donald which planted the ball on the Northwestern 2-
yard line. Then he led a wave of blockers for Captain 
"Swede" Sorenson who cored the final touchdown. 
* * * 
No attempt will be made to compare Ohio State's first champions with modern day teams because 
football today is a different game. But no one can 
deny the 1916 champs were true 1·epresentatives of 
their era. 
The 1916 Buckeyes were not only Ohio tate's first 
conference champions, they were the fir t of only three 
undefeated and untied teams in Ohio State history. 
It was 28 years before Carroll Widdoes' 1944 cham-
pions became the second, with a 9-0-0 record. Ten years 
later, Woody Hayes' 1954 national champions ran up 
a 10-0-0 record to become the third. 
"Chic's" second team, the 1917 championship unit, 
also went through the regular sea on unbeaten and 
untied. Ohio State defeated Camp Sherman in a post 
season game, but was held to a coreless tie by Auburn. 
"Chic" was injured in the Auburn game and taken out 
early. 
Returning from war service in 1919, Harley led Ohio 
State to the threshhold of another unbeaten season 
despite an injured knee which would have topped a 
less resolute player. 
"Chic" ent Ohio State into a 7-6 lead in the third 
quarter of the championship game with Illinois with a 
touchdown from the 2-yard line following a 28-yard 
pass to McDonald. It looked like 1916 all over again 
when Chic kicked the extra point but this time it 
was not to be. 
Illinois staged a tremendous la t period drive and, 
in the last 8 seconds of play Bob Fletcher booted a 
field goal to give Illinois a 9-7 victory. 
But the Illini recognized Harley's greatness even 
in hi only collegiate defeat. It was an impressive 
tribute when members of the Illinois team carr ied 
"Chic" off the field. 
Truly, he was a great one! 
The top photo often w as referred to by the late Coach Dr. 
John W. Wilce as "the perfect play". With "Chic" Ha rley, 
(left, carrying the ball), Northwestern players w ere swept 
aside in a 23-3 Ohio State victory which enabled the Buckeyes 
to win their first Big Ten title in 1916. The same play is shown 
immediately above with old Ohio Field bleachers in the 
background . Right;-Harley leaning away from a tackler in 
practice. Below, championship squad of 1916. Harley is seated 
in the middle of the front row. 
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THE 
PERFECT 
PLAY 
\ When The Lantern "Jumped The lion" 
First rrExtra' in 1919 rrBackfires" as Illinois Rallies to Win,·9-7 
By PHILIP W. PORTER, '22 
(Executive Editor, Cleveland Plain Dealer) 
When Chic Harley began his historic career at Ohio State in 1916, I was still in high school. F ortunately, I caught up 
with him in his senior year , in t he fa ll of 1919, t he year Ohio 
State beat Michigan for the first t ime in history, 13-3. 
The first touchdown came on a 50-yard punt return by Chic. 
I'll always remember t hat game, because I covered it as special 
correspondent for The Plain Dealer. Went up to Ann Arbor at 
my own expense, and was amazed to find t hat my story led the 
PD sports page Sunday. The Cleveland papers had not previously 
paid much attention to Ohio State football. (Incidentally, t hey 
paid me $5 for it; big dough in those days. ) 
Philip W. Porter 
The re t of the season our team roared down the track 
toward a championship. They had some close ones, but came to 
the last game, with Illinois, undefeated . I was not only writing 
about the game for the Lantern. I had taken that original $5 
check and bet it and pyramided it, as a loyal fan would, until 
it was a fat $20. 
We came up to that Illinois game so optimistic it 
was unbelievable. We had won every game. It was to 
be Harley's last game, topping off a championship for 
a great all-American. A big football banquet (celebra, 
tion, naturally) had been planned. So we Lantern 
journalists decided to do omething really special. We'd 
put out a football extra right after the game, some-
thing never attempted before. 
Unfortunately, it didn't come out the way we 
planned. Nor did the game. We lost 9-7, on a field goal 
in the last seconds of play, by Bob Fletcher, who 
later became coach at ase Tech. 
nfortunately, we had closed the "extra" a few 
minutes too soon, and it showed Ohio State winning, 
7-6. It was the blackest day of my life (up to that 
time), but it taught me a lesson I never forgot in 47 
years of n w paper work. Nevet· jump the gun! 
* * 
Year later. on November 20, 1962, I describ d the fiasco thus in a column in The Plain Dealer: 
'My role as too-eager beaver was shared by 
Hany W. August, now vice president of Case Tech. 
He and I were joint sports editors of the Lantern that 
fall. It 1·eally wasn't his fault, because I gave the 
word from old Ohio Field to let 'er roll. But he had 
to stop the pre , make over, and try to rectify the 
damage. It wa impo ible; the result was a complete 
fiasco. 
" We had b en all charged up with ambition. Putting 
out any ed ition at all, much Jess an extra il'l; time to 
catch a departing football crowd, was a m1racle on 
that old flat bed press, with one pressman and two 
printers, but we got permission from "Chief" Myers, 
the head prof, and Tom Meek, the editor (now a Ne,v 
York broker), to call in the whole staff, set up a 
special phone, and do a play-by-play. 
"It looked like a cinch, with Ohio winning the title, 
and Harley, our first all-American, going out in glory. 
We'd ell the extras to the crowd of some 20,000 before 
the downtown Columbus papers could get up there; 
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the Lantern office was only a quarter of a mile from 
the field. 
"Everything went dandy the first half, when August 
was in the press box, and even in the third quarter, 
when I switched with him and he took over in the 
office. It was even going unbelievably well till the la t 
five minutes. Then di aster! 
"With five minutes to go, the ball was on Illinois' 
own 20-yard line. Though Ohio led by only 7-6, the 
game had been totally one-sided. Illinois' touchdown 
had been tainted by a doubtful decision. Though able 
to score only once, Ohio had gained monotonously. Illi-
nois just couldn t move the ball and seldom had it. 
* * * 
"It looked like a cinch to end 7-6. I couldn't see how 
Illinois could po ibly move the ball 80 yards in 
five minutes. I phoned Harry to let 'er roll. 
"But in the next four plays, Illinois completed four 
long forward passes (they just didn't pass in their 
own territory in those days), and put the ball on Ohio's 
20-yard line, and with the clock racing madly, Fletcher 
place-kicked that goal. 
"Harley leaned against a goal post and cried. Porter 
would have shot himself, if he'd had a gun. 
"'Stop the presses!' I cried (Yes, I did, just like in 
the movie .) But it was too late. We already had 2,000 
copies run off. August made over and kept the er-
roneous papers from going out all right but by the 
time they started to run with the right score, the 
crowd had gone. 
"And so had $20 that I had bet confidently on the 
game, a um equivalent to $2,000 today, for I was 
working my way through college." 
"Thirty-five years later a copy of that wrong extra 
auctioned for $50 at an alumni reunion. In all the years 
that followed, when I was putting the Plain Dealer 
'to bed', I never jumped the gun again. 
"But it shook Tom Meek so much that he became 
a broker." 
The Ohio State University Roster 
NO. NAME POS. WGT. HGT. AGE CLASS HOME TOWN 
11 *Thomas, W ill LH 185 6-0 21 Sr. Lima 
12 * *McCoy, John LB 191 5-10 21 Sr. Wooster 
14 *Elliott, Samuel QB 188 6-0 20 Jr. Torrance, Calif. 
15 ** Fill, John LH 175 5-9 23 Sr. Cuyahoga He ights 
16 Peyton, Leroy RH 170 5-8 19 So. Lorain 
17 *Meinerd ing, Wesley FB 203 6-0 21 Sr . Canton 
18 Am li n, George s 167 5-10 21 Jr. Tiffin 
19 Bender, Edward RH 175 6-0 19 So. Akron 
20 Powers, William PK 170 6-1 19 So. Bay Village 
23 *Fontes, Arnold RH 180 5-11 20 Jr. Canton 
24 Long, Will iam QB 170 6-1 19 So. Dayton 
28 Ehrsam, Gerald QB 190 6-0 19 So. Toledo 
30 *Portsmouth, Thomas s 175 5-10 20 Jr. Middletown 
32 Smith, Rudy FB 207 6-0 19 So. Cincinnati 
33 Bartley, Thomas LB 188 5-11 19 So. Springfield 
35 *Baas, James LE 200 6-1 21 Sr. Columbus 
36 **Hudson, Paul FB 210 6-0 22 Sr. Coatesville, Pa . 
41 *Hubbard, Rudy LH 188 6-0 20 Jr. Hubbard 
42 Reynolds, David LH 193 5-11 20 Jr. Lima 
45 **Rein , Robert RH 180 5-11 21 Sr. Niles 
46 *Haml in, Stanley RH 183 6-1 20 Jr. Monessen, Pa . 
47 Hodge, Glenn LH 175 6-2 19 So. Oberlin 
48 Bombach, Jaren RH 192 6-1 18 So. Dayton 
52 Roman, James C 212 6-0 18 So. Canton 
53 Muhlbach , John C 187 5-10 19 So. Massillon 
54 Stier, Mark LB 200 6-1 19 So. Louisville 
55 Rutherford, William C 185 5-10 21 Sr. Colu{Tlbus 
56 Worden, Dirk LB 195 6-0 19 So. Lorain 
57 **Anderson, Kim LB 190 6-0 21 Sr. Orrville 
58 **Miller, Gary LT 223 6-0 22 Sr. Bellevue 
59 Roush, Gary LT 196 6-4 19 So. Springfield 
62 Kelley, Joh n RG 219 6-0 20 Jr. Englewood 
63 *Eachus, W illiam LG 218 6-0 21 Sr. Gallipolis 
64 Kafury, Michael MG 218 6-1 18 So. Cambridge 
65 **Pryor, Ray C 228 6-0 21 Sr. Hamilton 
66 DiFederico, Jules RT 222 6-1 19 So. Steubenville 
67 Ford, John RT 220 6-1 19 So. Springfield 
68 **Palmer, John LG 208 6-1 22 Sr. Kettering 
69 Stottlemyer, Victor MG 205 6-0 19 So. Chillicothe 
70 Foley, David RT 248 6-5 18 So. Cincinnati 
71 * Himes, Richard RG 250 6-4 20 Jr. Canton 
73 Fender, Pa ul RT 232 6-3 19 Jr. Warren 
74 *Current, Michael LT 246 6-4 21 Sr. Lima 
75 Ervin, Terry RT 226 6-2 18 So. Wellston 
76 *Burgin, Asbury RG 225 6-2 21 Sr. Euclid 
78 *Dwyer, Donald RT 221 6-2 20 Jr. Lima 
79 Urbanik, W ill iam LT 229 6-3 19 So. Donora, Pa . 
80 * Johnson, Robert LB 208 6-1 20 Jr. Logan 
81 * Anders, Billy LE 190 6-2 21 Jr . Sabina 
82 Mayes, Rufus RE 228 6-5 18 So. Toledo 
83 **Walden, Robert LE 185 6-0 21 Sr. Middletown 
84 Jenkins, Joseph RE 195 6-2 18 So. East Cleveland 
85 *Nein, James RH 192 6-2 21 Jr. Middletown 
87 Smith, Robert RE 225 6-4 19 So. Lakewood 
88 Dillon, Dan LE 192 6-0 20 Sr. Springfield 
89 Roman, Nicholas LE 210 6-4 19 So. Canton 
90 Cairns, Gary PK 230 6-1 21 Jr. Canton 
91 Sobolewski, John RE 190 6-1 19 So. Steubenvil le 
92 Stowe, John LE 220 6-2 19 So. Columbus 
93 Orazen, Michael RE 217 6-0 21 Jr. Euclid 
94 Tabacca, Jerome RE 213 6-2 19 So. Warren 
96 Timko, Richard LE 171 6-0 18 So. Pataskala 
* indicates letter 
~ " OFFICIAL WATCH FOR THIS GAME - LONGINES - THE WORLD'S MOST HONORED WATCH" ~ . . . . 
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Ohio State Mich. State 
OFFENSE OFFENSE 
81 BILLY ANDERS ............... LE 86 ALLEN BRENNER .............. LE 
74 MIKE CURRENT .......... ..... LT 77 JERRY WEST ........ ....... ..... LT 
62 JOHN KELLEY . .. . . ....... LG 67 TONY CONTI ............... ... LG 
65 RAY PRYOR ....... . . .. . . .. C 52 LARRY SMITH .... C 
68 JOHN PALMER ......... ... ... RG 68 DAVE TECHLIN ...... ..RG 
70 DAVID FOLEY .................. RT 79 JOE PRZYBYCKI . . . . . . . . . ..... RT 
82 RUFUS MA YES . . . . . .......... RE 84 GENE WASHINGTON .... .. RE 
24 BILL LONG . . . . .. . . . . . .. . QB 16 JIM RAYE .......... . ... QB 
41 RUDY HUBBARD .... . ...... LH 34 DWIGHT LEE .. . .... LH 
45 BO REIN ............ .. RH 26 CLINTON JONES .. RH 
36 PAUL HUDSON .... . .. FB 45 BOB APISA . . . . .. . . ..... FB 
DEFENSE 
35 JIM BAAS ........................ LE 
58 GARY MILLER .............. ... LT 
69 VIC STOTTLEMYER .. . ... MG 
71 DICK HIMES .................... RT 
89 NICK ROMAN .................. RE 
80 ROB JOHNSON ............... LB 
54 MARK STIER ............... ....... LB 
12 JOHN McCOY . . . ... .. . ..... LB 
15 JOHN FILL ..................... LH 
85 JIM NEIN .. ................... RH 
30 TOM PORTSMOUTH . . Safety 
DEFENSE 
95 BUBBA SMITH .. . ....... LE 
61 CHARLES BAILEY ............ LT 
55 PAT GALLINAGH ...... ...... LG 
57 JEFF RICHARDSON ... .. .... RG 
72 NICK JORDAN . . ............ RT 
36 PHIL HOAG ... ................ .. RE 
41 CHARLES THORNHILL ..... LB 
90 GEORGE WEBSTER ......... . RB 
20 JIM SUMMERS ............ .... LH 
29 JERRY JONES ...... . ......... RH 
38 JESS PHILLIPS ......... Safety 
OH IO STATE SQUAD 
MICHIGAN STATE SQUAD 
l l Wedemeyer, 52 L. Smith, C 
11 Thomas, HB 62 Kelley, G QB 54 Ranieri, C 
12 McCoy, LB 63 Eachus, G 12 Super, RB 55 Gallinagh, G 
14 Elliott, QB 64 Kafury, G 14 Feraco, QB 57 Richardson, G 
15 Fill, HB 65 Pryor, C 15 Mullen, QB 59 Baird , G 
16 Peyton, HB 66 DiFederico, T 16 Raye, QB 60 Pruiett, G 
17 Meinerding, FB 67 Ford, T 17 Lukasik, HB 61 Bailey, T 
18 Amlin, S 68 Palmer, G 18 McGaughey, 62 Brawley, G 
19 Bender, HB 69 Stottlemyer, G HB 64 Young, G 19 Marshall, QB 65 Zindel, G 20 Powers, PK 70 Foley, T 20 Summers, HB 66 Bradley, G 23 Fontes, HB 71 Himes, G 22 Berlinski, HB 67 Conti , G 24 Long, QB 73 Fender, T 24 Lowther, HB 68 Techlin, G 
28 Ehrsam, QB 74 Current, T 25 Cavender, FB 70 Reahm, T 
30 Portsmouth, S 75 Ervin, T 26 C. Jones, HB 72 Jordan, T 
32 Rudy Smith, FB 76 Burgin, G 27 Ruschak, HB 73 Peterson, T 
33 Bartley, LB 78 Dwyer, T 28 Heft, HB 75 McLoud, T 
35 Baas, E 79 Urbanik, T 29 J. Jones, HB 76 Ruminski, T 
36 Hudson, FB 80 Johnson, LB 30 Lange, FB 77 West, T 
41 Hubbard, HB 81 Anders, E 31 Armstrong, HB 79 Przybycki, T 
42 Reynolds, HB 82 Mayes, E 32 Ware, HB 80 Mciver, E 
45 Rein, HB 83 Walden, E 34 Lee, HB 81 Kettunen, T 
46 Hamlin, HB 84 Jenkins, E 36 Hoag, E 82 Chatlos, E 
47 Hodge, HB 85 Nein, HB 37 Lawson, HB 84 Washington, E 
48 Bernbach, HB 87 Bob Smith, E 38 Phillips, S 86 Brenner, E 
52 J. Roman, C 88 Dillon, E 39 Garrett, S 87 Haynes, E 
53 Muhlbach, C 89 N. Roman, E 40 Payne, HB 90 Webster, RB 
54 Stier, LB 90 Cairns, PK 41 Thornhill, LB 92 Mahady, E 
55 Rutherford, C 91 Sobolewski , E 42 Kenney, K 93 Warnke, E 43 Waters, HB 
56 Worden, LB 92 Stowe, E 44 Harris, HB 94 Garofalo, E 
57 Anderson, LB 93 Orazen, E 45 Apisa, FB 95 C. Smith, E 
58 Miller, T 94 Tabacca, E 50 Bohn, LB 96 Skidmore, T 
59 Roush, T 96 Timko, E 51 Romagnoli , T 98 Meadows, T 
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Coke FOR THE TASTE YOU NEVER GET TIRED OF • 
After you've walked off with all the honors, 
what do you do for an encore? 
Meet Olds Toronado-'67 edition. 
Awards for this. Awards for that. Awards for just about everything. But rest on its laurels? 
Not Toronado. Swinging new look outside. Posh new detailing inside. Doors with torsion-bar 
spring assists that open easier than ever to the flat-floored, room -for-six interior. 
Even that fabulous front-wheel-drive ride is smoother and quieter for '67. And front disc 
brakes and radial ply tires are available. Trend-setting Toronado: Proved and applauded 
by tens of thousands of satisfied owners. Greater than ever the second time around! 
Olds thinks ti you, safety, too, with lhe GM -dmloped eneru-absorbin1 
steerin1 column lhat can compress on severe impact up ta l 'ri inches; 
with lour-way hazard warmn1 flasher : out•d• rear~ew mirrar ; dual master 
cylinder blake system, plus many tlher safety features- all standard lor '67, 
Michigan State Roster 
NO. NAME POS. WGT. HGT. AGE CLASS HOME TOWN 
11 Wedemeyer, Charles QB 176 5-7 20 So. Kailua, Hawa ii 
12 Super, Robert RB 194 6-1 19 So. Ferndale 
14 Feraco, William QB 173 5-11 19 So. Irwin, Pa . 
15 *Mullen, John QB 192 6-1 21 Sr. Toledo, Ohio 
16 *Raye, James QB 171 5-10 20 Jr . Fayetteville, N. C. 
17 *Lukasik, Lawrence HB 195 6-1 21 Sr. Cleveland, Oh io 
18 McGaughey, Gary HB 155 5-10 20 So. Louisville, Ky . 
19 Marshall, Eric QB 162 5-8 22 Jr. Oxford, Miss. 
20 *Summers, James LH 172 5-9 20 Sr . Orangeburg, S. C. 
22 Berlinski, Dick RH 167 5-8 19 So. Quinnesec 
24 Lowther, Charles HB 178 5-9 21 Sr . Royal Oak 
25 Cavender, Regis FB 182 5-10 19 So. Detroit 
26 ** Jones, Clinton RH 201 6-0 21 Sr. Cleveland, Oh io 
27 Ruschak, James HB 195 5-10 18 So. Mogadore, Ohio 
28 Heft, Kenneth HB 163 5-8 19 Jr. Birmingham 
29 ** Jones, Jerald RH 155 5-9 21 Sr. Grand Ledge 
30 Lange, Robert FB 207 6-0 21 Jr. Chicago, Illinois 
31 *Armstrong , Sterling RH 179 5-9 20 Jr. Detroit 
32 Ware, W ill iam HB 171 5-10 18 So. Beaumont, Texas 
34 * Lee, Dwight LH 194 6-2 20 Jr . New Haven 
36 *Hoag, Philip RE 208 5- 11 22 Sr. Toledo, Ohio 
37 Lawson, Paul LH 178 6-2 20 So. Detroit 
38 *Phillips, Jess s 197 6-0 19 Jr. Beaumont, Texas 
39 *Garrett, Drake s 174 5-8 20 Jr. Dayton, Oh io 
40 Payne, Wade HB 179 5-10 20 Jr. Garden City 
41 ** Thornhill , Charles LB 201 5-9 22 Sr. Roanoke, Va . 
42 **Kenney , Richard K 206 6-0 20 Sr. Aiea , Hawai i 
43 Waters, Frank LH 176 5-10 20 So. Hil lsdale 
44 Harris, Clinton HB 185 5-11 19 So. Baumont, Texas 
45 * Ap isa, Robert FB 218 6-1 21 Jr. Honolulu, Hawa ii 
50 Bohn, Ted LB 209 6-2 19 So. Glenview, Illinois 
51 Romagnoli , Dwight LT 244 6-3 19 So. Kingsford 
52 Smith, Lawrence C 194 6-1 20 Jr. Chicago, 1 llinois 
54 Ranieri, Ronald C 218 5-10 20 Jr . Royal Oak 
55 *Gallinagh, Patrick LG 220 5-10 21 Sr. Detroit 
57 Richa rdson , Jeffery RG 253 6-2 21 Sr. Johnstown, Pa . 
59 Ba ird, Donald RG 197 5-10 19 So. Tecumseh 
60 *Pruiett, Mitchell LG 204 5-9 20 Jr. Benton Harbor 
61 Bailey, Charles LT 208 5-11 19 So. Dayton, Oh io 
62 *Brawley, Robert RG 206 5-11 22 Sr. Sault Ste . Mari e 
64 Young, Mike LG 215 5-10 18 So. Detroit 
65 Zindel, Jack LG 199 5-11 18 So. East Lansing 
66 Bradley, Mike RG 195 5-9 21 Jr. Ypsilanti 
67 Conti, Anthony LG 219 5-10 19 Jr. Mt. Clemens 
68 *Techli n, David RG 201 5-11 19 Jr . Essexville 
70 Reahm , Richard RT 218 5-11 21 Sr. Huntington, Ind . 
72 Jordan , Nicholas RT 228 6-0 20 Jr. Ashland, Ky. 
73 Peterson, Neal LT 223 6-1 18 So. Pontiac 
75 McLoud, Eddy RT 223 6-1 20 Jr. Fai rborn, Oh io 
76 Ruminski, Roger RT 236 6-2 19 So. Walled Lake 
77 **West, Jerry LT 214 5-11 21 Sr. Durand 
79 *Przybycki, Joe RT 239 6-1 20 Jr. Detroit 
80 Mciver, Duane LE 198 6-4 19 So. Lowell 
81 Kettunen, John RT 217 6-2 21 Sr. Eastlake, Ohio 
82 *Chatlos, George LE 195 5-11 20 Jr. Youngwood, Pa . 
84 **Washington, Gene RE 219 6-3 21 Sr. La Porte, Texas 
86 Brenner, Allen LE 182 6-1 19 So. Detroit 
87 Haynes, Maurice RE 197 6-0 19 Jr. Baton Rouge, La . 
90 **Webster, George RB 212 6-4 20 Sr. Anderson, S. C. 
92 Mahady, Mike LE 207 6-1 18 So. Latrobe, Pa . 
93 Warnke, Donald RE 211 6-3 19 So. Detroit 
94 Garofalo, Michael RE 205 6-3 19 So. Warren 
95 **Smi th, Charles LE 283 6-7 21 Sr . Beaumont, Texas 
96 Skidmore, Thomas LT 262 5-10 21 Sr . long Beach, Cal if. 
98 Meadows, Clinton RT 229 6-4 20 Jr . Okemos 
* indicates letter 
~ " OFFICIAL WATCH FOR THIS GAME - LONGINES - THE WORLD'S MOST HONORED WATCH " ~ . . • • 
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THREE-
YEAR 
HERO 
Crowds were small compared 
to present day standards in 
Ohio stadium but there was 
plenty of action on old Ohio 
Field in the 1916-19 era . Th e 
field was located on the w est 
side of High-st, south of W. 
Woodruff Ave., and bounded 
o n the w est by the p rese nt 
Arps Ha ll-U niversity S c h o o I 
area. "Chic" Harley became an 
a ll-American for the third 
straight year. Action photos at 
left involve a 20-0 victory over 
Purdue a nd a 9-7 loss to Ill inois, 
Harley's only defeat as a col-
lege player. 
Harley "Took a " ver, Easing Duties of Mates 
Athletic Council Member R ecalls How 11Chic" Played W hen it Counted 
By F RITZ L. SCHWEITZER 
(Alumni Member, Athletic Council ) 
To write about "Chic" Harley takes me back one half century, plus two years, September of 1914, when I first heard of 
him, the Columbus East High halfback. 
I had signed up for freshman football, had pledged Phi 
Garn and had met Bill Havens, a varsity halfback, also a Phi 
Garn. It was from Bill that I heard about "Chic". Bill told me to 
get in my football in 1915 because after that "Chic" would take 
over and believe me, "Chic" did just that. 
His freshman year was '15 and did he ever make life mis-
erable for the varsity! In '16, and thereafter as you know, he 
made life miserable for all of our opponents and Ohio State 
took two consecutive Western Conference championships. 
That was one half century ago and that is a long time. I 
might add, that of my 1915 squad, I believe perhaps five of us 
are still around. The War and time took care of that. 
Fritz L. Schweitzer 
I did, however, have three years of close friendship with 
"Chic", who became a fraternity brother. I had four years to 
study "Chic" on and off the field. "Chic" was one half 
inch taller than I and we both weighed 165 pounds. 
How could he be so much better than I or any of us 
for that matter? We had to know as much about the 
plays, the system, the moves, as he did, so the answer 
had to be his natural instinctive ability to make his 
moves faster, smoother, more evasive and one might 
think, harder than we did. "Chic" however, didn't play 
a hard game of football until the chips were down 
and we needed yards; then he could turn on the power. 
He had the most effective stiff arm I've ever seen 
used. However, it wasn't just that. "Chic" used a 
stiff arm not only to keep a tackler off but to propel 
himself forward. That and a pair of swivel hips was 
one answer to his great ability, but add to that his 
change of pace, which occurred just as the tackler came 
in, made for a lot of yards gained. His tacklers simply 
weren't able to compensate for that change of pace. 
Once he had started the change, they were lost. 
Some times "Chic" played what seemed to be lazy 
football. He wasn't lazy at all, he merely ran easily 
until the time came to open up. I've seen him stopped 
cold many times by several tacklers. Many times he 
didn't even fall down. He just stood there grinning at 
his tacklers. He would give them a pat on the shoulder 
and a few words, then ask for the same play over 
again, but watch out that time for that's when the 
power and speed showed. Even then if they caught 
the idea, he could and often did shift out and pass, for 
he was expert at that, too. 
" hie" loved the game of football, as we all did in 
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those days. It was great fun but we were spoiled for 
we didn't know how to lose games simply beca,use we 
kept on winning, that is, until the final eight seconds 
of the last game in '19, with Illinois, our last college 
game. That was a tough loss for it cost us a third 
championship. That day taught us how to lose. 
I mention that we didn't know how to lose. "Chic" 
made that possible. He made the difference and pro-
vided the spark whenever he was in the game. In '17 
we gave up a total of six points. Just five years ago, 
Coach Jack Wilce reviewed those years for us and 
actually startled us in relating just how good the of-
fensive team was on defense, for at that time, they 
were one and the same. 
Throughout this half century, whenever "Chic's" 
name comes up and that is often, the subject turns to 
football only, for that was his game, even though he 
excelled in any sport. That, however, isn't the point; 
no one ever brings up the subject of "Chic" off the 
field. What kind of guy was he to pal around? That's 
a subject I should know something about for he and 
Bill Havens and I did a lot of that. The very best 
answer I can give is that during this pa t half cen-
tury I have never, not even once, heard any one make 
any critical remark about "Chic" Harley. Isn't it a fact 
that the very lack of any such criticism speaks for it-
self? Not on eof us was ever envious of his skill and 
ability. How cou ld we be when he made the rest of the 
team look so good . We all liked and admired the guy 
for he was a team player on or off the field. In my 
book, "Chic' was and is great. 
The top photo shows Ohio State's 
championship lineup of 1917. Left to 
right, Dwight Peabody, H. G. Courtney, 
Charley Seddon, Bob Karch, Kelly Van 
Dyne, H. J. Courtney and Charles Bolen . 
Backfield, Howard Verges, quarterback 
and left to right, Richard Boesel, Chic 
Harley and Pete Stinchcomb. Right, close-
up of backfield . Left above, Harley (back 
row, right) is headed for Dallas, Tex., 
and Air Corps training for World War I. 
This picture was taken somewhere in 
Missouri in the spring of 1918. With 
Harley are Larry Snyder, former Ohio 
State track coach (back row, middle), 
Wayne Schaefer, Blake Schaefer and Dr. 
Verne Finsterwald. Right, Ohio Field ac , 
tion in 1917, another title season. 
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The "[hie" Harley Era -1916-1919 
Saga of 22 games without defeat a11d two Big Ten Championships 
When hie Harley wa playing football as a senior at olum-bus East High School in 1941, hi team lost it final game 
of the sea on to Columbus orth, 13-0. 
That wa the la t defeat for a Harley-playing team until, 
ironically, his final game in an Ohio State uniform on Nov. 22, 
1919, when Illinoi defeated the Buckeye 9 to 7. Eight se ond. 
were left to play and Ohio was leading 7 to 6 but a field goal 
gave the decision to the visitors. 
In between the la t high chool lo s and thi carlet and 
Gray defeat, Harley and his mates compiled a 22-game treak 
without defeat (there was one tie). Thi brilliant period, with 
the late Dr. John W. Wilce as head coach, resulted in two Big 
Ten championship and a second place finish. The 9-7 defeat 
allowed the Illini to win the title in 1919 with a 6-1 re ord. An 
Ohio State victory would have meant another champion hip. 
" Chic" Harley Toda·, 
P lr ot o. Ctmrlr.r;y Colu mbu s J)ispatch 
A seven-game chedule was played in 1916-50 year ago 
-and it opened with a 12-0 victory over Ohio Wesleyan. The 
bigge t total ever made by an Ohio State team was 
amassed the following week when Oberlin was smoth-
ered 128 to 0. Harley did not score in the opener but 
tallied twice in the runaway game. 
* * * 
The fir t Big Ten game for Harley was to be one of his most dramatic. It was against Illinoi at ham-
paign. Bart Macomber, the Illinois fullback, scored 
in the second period but the extra point wa missed. 
In the final minute of the game, Harley, finding no 
receiver for an intended pass, ran the distance for a 
touchdown. The game had been played on a muddy 
field, so Harley calmly changed his wet hoes for dry 
one and kicked the winning point, 7-6. This launched 
the "Harley Era" and et up the first of 10 consecu-
tive conference victorie . 
The following week, Ohio State edged Wisconsin 14 
to 13 with Harley scoring all of the points on runs of 
0 and 27 yard and two extra points. 
Indiana was defeated 46 to 7 in the next Big Ten 
game with Harley scoring on runs of 43 and 33 yards . 
Thi brought the season down to the championship 
game with Northwestern. The Wildcats went into the 
game with a 4-0 record compared to Ohio State's 3-0. 
The Buckeyes had to win to take the crown. 
Harley started the coring with a 34 yard field goal 
but it was matched by a 40-yard drop kick by "Paddy" 
Driscall, one of orthwestern' all-time greats. 
Then Harley swung into action. He returned a punt 
67 yard for a touchdown and repeated minutes later 
with a 20 yard run for another core. He then passed 
40 yard to the two yard line, from where the third 
touchdown was made. As u ual, Harley kicked all 
three points as Ohio State won going away, 23 to 3. 
The late Walter Camp, pioneer elector of i:11-Amer-
ican teams, saw the game and immediately put Harley 
on his first all-American team, the first of three times 
Harley was to be so honored. 
* * * 
Having rolled into high gear after their 1916 tri-umphs, "Chic" and his mates scored four straight 
shutouts to open the 1917 sea on-49-0 over Case, 
53-0 against Ohio Wesleyan, 40-0 over another fine 
Northwestern team and 67-0 over Deni on. 
Indiana scored a field goal again t the Buckeyes in 
a game Harley did not start. After he entered the 
game, he tallied touchdown runs on gallops of 40, 8, 
11 and 33 yards and kicked two extra points to ac-
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count for all the points, as Ohio State won, 26-3. 
Wisconsin was defeated 16 to 3 and again Harley 
figured in all of the scoring. He passed for two touch-
downs, kicked a field goal and one extra point. 
It was now down to another championship game, 
this time with Illinois. Harley was held without a 
touchdown but passed for the only touchdown, kicked 
two field goals of 14 and 29 yard and one extra point, 
as Ohio romped to another championship, 13 to 0. 
Two po t-season games were played for the benefit 
of ervice men of World War I. Auburn University 
held the Buckeyes to a scoreless tie but Camp Sher-
man wa defeated 28 to 0. 
Ohio State's goal line was uncro sed, field goals by 
Indiana and Wiscon in being the only points allowed. 
Meanwhile, Harley and Company tallied 292. 
With Harley and many of his team mate in service, 
only six games were played in 1918 and the Buckeyes 
broke even, blanking Ohio Wesleyan, Denison and a e 
and losing to Michigan, Illinois and Wisconsin. 
* * The war over, Harley returned to spearhead ucces-sive hutouts over Ohio Wesleyan, Cincinnati and 
Kentucky. In these three triumphs, Harley, u ed 
only sparingly, cored 45 points on i:x touchdown,; , 
two field goal and three extra point . 
Harley never had opposed a Michigan team and he 
wa ready for the Wolverines. They saw him score on 
a 42 yard run, intercept four passes, punt for a 42 yard 
average and kick an extra point in Ohio State's 13-3 
victory. 
Purdue was defeated the following week 20 to 0 
when Harley ran 30 yards for a touchdown, passed 
for another, and kicked two extra points. 
Wiscon in proved to be tough again and Harley's 22 
yard field goal was the only score of a 3-0 game. 
Then came the di appointing fini sh. Illinois scored 
the only touchdown of the season again t the Buckeyes 
and after the point was mi sed, Harley scored from 
two yards out and kicked the extra point. With eight 
econds remaining, Bob Fletcher kicked a field goal 
to give the Illini a stunning victory. 
Gloom fell over Ohio Field, but not enough to dim 
the career of Chic Harley, whose running, passing, 
punting, drop-kicking and 198 points have been re-
membered these 50 years. 
W .E .S. 
FACTS ABOUT 1966 OPPONENTS 
TEXAS CHRISTIAN 
Located: Ft. Worth 
Founded: 187 3 
Enrollment: 6,600 
Nickname: Horned Frogs 
Colors: Purple and White 
WASHINGTON 
Located: Seattle 
Founded: 1861 
Enrollment: 22,930 
Nickname: Huskies 
Colors: Purple and Gold 
ILLINOIS 
Located: Champaign 
Founded: 1868 
Enrollment: 27,020 
Nickname: Jllini 
Colors: Orange and Blue 
MICHIGAN STATE 
Located: East Lansing 
Founded: 1855 
Enrollment: 31,268 
Nickname: Spartans 
Colors: Green and White 
WISCONSIN 
Located: Madison 
Founded: 1848 
Enrollment: 26,293 
Nickname: Badgers 
Colors: Cardinal and White 
MINNESOTA 
Located: Minneapolis 
Founded: 1851 
Enrollment: 33,797 
Nickname: Gophers 
Colors: Maroon and Gold 
INDIANA 
Located: Bloomington 
Founded: 1820 
Enrollment: 20,953 
Nickname: Hoosiers 
Colors: Cream and Crimson 
IOWA 
Located: Iowa City 
Founded: 1847 
Enrollment: 14,480 
Nickname : Hawkeyes 
Colors: Gold and Black 
MICHIGAN 
Located: Ann Arbor 
Founded: 1837 
Enrollment: 29,103 
Nickname: Wolverines 
Colors: Maize and Blue 
Name of Stadium: Carter (-17,000) 
Football Coach: Otho! "Abe"' Martin 
Series Record: OSU Won I, TCU I, Tied I 
1965 Record: Won 6, Lost 5 
Lettermen Returning: 27 
ame of Stadium: Washington (55,500) 
Football Coach: Jim Owens 
Series Record: OSU Won 3, Wash. 0 
1965 Record: Won 5, Lost 5 
Lettermen Returning: 24 
Name of Stadium: Memorial (71,227) 
Football Coach: Pete Elliott 
Series Record: OSU Won 33, Ill. 17, Tied -l 
1965 Record: Won 6, Lost 4 
Lettermen Returning: 25 
Name of Stadium: Spartan (76,000) 
Football Coach: Hugh Daugherty 
Series Record: OSU Won 2, MSU 4 
1965 Record: Won IO, Lost l 
Lettermen Returning: 24 
ame of Stadium: Camp Randall (77,280) 
Football Coach: Milton Bruhn 
Series Record: OSU Won 24, Wis. 7, 
4 Ties 
1965 Record: Won 2, Lost 7, Tied l 
Lettermen Returning: 21 
Name of Stadium: Memorial (63,430) 
Football Coach: Murray Warmath 
Series Record: OSU Won 7, Minn , 4 
1965 Record: Won 5, Lost 4, Tied 1 
Lettermen Returning: 17 
Name of Stadium: Indiana (48,344) 
Football Coach: John Pont 
Series Record : OSU Won 33, Incl. I 0, 
4 Ties 
1965 Record: Won 2, Lost 8 
Lettermen Returning: 28 
Name of Stadium: Iowa (60,200) 
Football Coach: Ray Nagel 
Series Record: OSU Won 16, Iowa 10, 
2 Ties 
1965 Record: Won 1, Lost 9 
Lettermen Returning: 27 
Name of Stadium: Michigan (101,001) 
Football Coach: Chalmers Elliott 
Series Record: OSU Won 22, Mich. 36, 
4 Ties 
1965 Record: Won 4, Lost 6 
Lettermen Returning : 26 
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Have astronauts 
made pilots old hat? 
Sure, the boys who go off the "pods" get the big, 
bold heodlines. But if you wont to fly, the big oppor-
tunities ore still with the oircroft that toke off ond 
lond on several thousand feet of runway. 
Who needs pilots? TAC does. And MAC. And SAC. 
And ADC. 
There's a real future in Air Force flying. In years to 
come aircraft may fly higher, foster, and further than 
we dare dream of. But they'll be flying, with men 
who've hod Air Force flight training at the controls. 
Of course the Air Force also hos plenty of jobs for 
those who won't be flying. As one of the world's 
largest and most advanced research and develop-
ment organizations, we hove a continuing need for 
scientists and engineers. 
Young college graduates in these fields will find 
that they'll hove the opportunity to do work that is 
both interesting and important. The foci is, nowhere 
will you hove greater latitude or responsibility right 
from the start than on the Aerospace Team - the 
U.S. Air Force! 
Interested? The place to find out more is al the 
office of the Professor of Aerospace Studies, if 
th ere is on Air Force ROTC unit on your campus. 
Ask about the new 2-yeor AFROTC program avail-
able at many colleges and 
universities. If you prefer, moil the 
coupon below. 
y • ---- --------- -I Air Force ROTC 56 I 
I Maxwell Air Force Bose,Alo.36112 I 
I I 
I Nome I I Please Prin1 I 
I College Closs of 19_ I 
I Address I 
I I 
I Cily Slole ___ Zip__ I 
L------------------~ 
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 
I' 
.. 
After the Game 
Enjoy a Complete Evening of Fun 
• 
• Cocktails in the s·1 
, ver Chalice Roon, 
b \\ Butfet Spetia\ foot a und ot beet, 
teaturin9 roast ro bam, thitken 
• Dancing in the Knaves Cave 
and the Great Hall 
• The Little Pul, 
• 
\ 60 luxurious Rooms 
• Year Around S • • w,mm,ng 
Yes, you'll enjoy a complete evening of fun in this Classic Old English setting 
... Royal Cuisine . . . Superb Service and delightful music ... where every 
guest is King or Queen ... If you're staying over you'll find your room 
impeccably furnished and meticulously serviced, quietly relaxing after your 
evening of fun. Next morning enjoy a dip in our fabulous heated pool. We 
promise when you head for home you'll know how it feels to be King or Queen. 
Reservations Accepted for the Special 
Football Buffet. Call HU 6-0211. 
i\rltugtnn i\rm!i :!lntrl 
l(ing'!i Jinn i!lt!itnurant 
1335 DUBLIN ROAD COLUMBUS 12, OHIO 
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TELEPHONE HU. 6-0211 
MICHAEL BRADLEY 
No. 66- GUARD 
PHIL HOAG 
No. 36-END 
NICK JORDAN 
No. 72- TACKLE 
STATE SPMICHIGAN B'l~ANS 
WILLIAM FERACO 
No. 14- QUARTERBACK 
LAWRENCE SMITH 
No. 52-CENTER 
JESS PHILLIPS 
No. 38- SAFETY 
MITCHELL PRUIETT 
No. 60-GUARD 
38 
STERLING ARMSTRONG 
No. 31 - HALFBACK 
ROGER RUMINSKI 
No. 76-TACKLE 
Midtown 
ARLINGTON PLAZA 
1991 Riverside Dr. 
488-0252 
<!tnututry lJuu 
STEAK HOUSES 
Now 3 locations ..... 
North 
SHERWOOD FOREST 
810 E. Dubl in-Granville Rd. 
888-3892 
East 
ROUND TABLE 
433 S. Hami lton Rd . 
237-4258 
Fine dinning - relaxed atmosphere -
lovely Old English decor. 
Dance in the Squire's Den - 2.75 
Buffet in the Little John Room. 
An atmosphere yo1llt never forget. 
"After-the-game" b14fet & dancing. 
(Home of Columbus' first $1.85 top sirloin steak dinner) 
ROBERTS 
23 East rate 
Columbus, Ohio 
Keepsake artfully blends 
exquisite r ing design with a 
perfect diamond . . . a flawl ess 
gem of fine color and modern 
cut. There's noth ing finer .. . 
forever . 
~OlN*WA.llcto,,1"~ 
t Good Housekeeping~ :.•.;a~•~ ~~;:~:1:~k 1~;. 
-, ,uuums ~ 
"111,oe•i,u1010 ~ 
tudent Charges 
o Interest Charges 
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Mon.-Fri. 9:30-9:00 
at. 9:30-5:30 
Ohio DtafC! 
BuekC!yC!~ 
SAMUEL ELLIOTT 
No. 14- QUARTERBACK, EDUCATION 
DAVID REYNOLDS 
No. 42- HALFBACK, EDUCATION 
WESLEY MEINERDING 
No. 17- FULLBACK, ARTS 
WILL THOMAS 
No. 11 - HALFBACK, EDUCATION 
Photos By Ho1JSe of Portraits 
ROBERT JOHNSON 
No. SO- LINEBACKER, COMMERCE 
40 
ASBURY BURGIN 
No. 76-TACKLE, ENGINEERING 
GERALD EHRSAM 
No. 28--QUARTERBACK, ARTS 
RUFUS MAYES 
No. 82- END, COMMERCE 
HEARTY EATING/ / f; 
HEARTY OHIO FANS KNOW ~f'A T 7iHERE'f ~ 
HEARTY EA TING AT THE HOL.LOWA lf HOUS,E I 
\/Ve feature an 
end zone full 
of taste-tempting 
food and prices 
to fit your 
pocket b ook. 
OPEN 1 DAYS •.. 
11 A.M. to 9 P .M . 
\ ' ·; ~/ I . • 
( I • 
:'.f 
NORTHLAND MALLWAY COLUMBUS 
41 
Ohio ltata 
MICHAEL ORAZEN 
No. 93- END, ENGINEERING 
JAMES ROMAN 
No. 52- CENTER, ARTS 
JOHN MUHLBACH 
No. 53- CENTER, ARTS 
NICHOLAS ROMAN 
No. 89- END, COMMERCE 
Photos By House of Portraits 
RUDY SMITH 
No. 32- FULLSACK, ARTS 
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ROBERT SMITH 
No. 87- END, COMMERCE 
VICTOR STOTTLEMYER 
No. 69- GUARD, ARTS 
WILLIAM URBANIK 
No. 79- TACKLE, COMMERCE 
Jlncofn J!oJg,e 
Columbus' Only Resort - Style Hotel 
ALL THE ADV/1,NTAGES OF A HOTEL & MOTEL AT MODERATE RATES 
• Accommodations for 300 
• Convention & Party 
Facilities for 325 
• NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT 
• DANCING - FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
NIGHTS 
• 9 HOLE PAR-3 GOLF COURSE 
SEAFOOD 
JAMBOREE 
FRIDAY - 5-11 P.M. 
Featuring 
Live Lobster 
SMORGASBORD 
70 Hot & Cold 
Dishes 
Daily: 11 :30 a.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
Sunday Brunch: 
9:30 to 2:00 p.m. 
* YEA R ' RO UN D 
SWIMMING 
~ 
~~~~ 
~ ' 
-..-.~#,-·· ,:"· -
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4950 W. Broad 
Just West of 
Columbus 
on Route 40 
Phone 
TR. 8-5341 
FIND OUT 
ABOUT 
OUR 
FAMOUS 
WEEKEND 
PACKAGE 
PLAN 
JAMES SUMMERS 
No. 20-HALFBACK 
JAM ES RAYE 
No. 16-QUARTERBACK 
DUANE MclVER 
No. 80-END 
JERRY WEST 
No. 77- TACKLE 
DAVID TECHLIN 
No. 68- GUARD 
CHARLES THORNHILL 
No. 41 - LINEBACKER 
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TONY CONTI 
No. 67- GUARD 
STATE 
J 
DWIGHT LEE 
No. 34- HALFBACK 
RON RANIERI 
No. 54- CENTER 
1394 King Ave. ·you ALWAYS WIN HUdson 8-7790 
with 
and 1Vynatexl23I 
Black Red- Green- Gray 
THE ULTIMATE IN SEAL COATING PROTECTION 
For Asphalt and Concrete Drives, Parking Lots, and Play Areas 
BLACKTOP MAINTENANCE CO. 
ALL ROADS LEAD TO OHIO STATER INN 
Convenience is a paramount feature of THE INN 
. . . you can walk to every important office, 
service administrative headquarters, the Stadium 
and St. John Arena on the Ohio State University 
campus. It is easily accessible to all highways 
and expressways leading into Columbus from all 
directions ... North, South, East or West. 
The OHIO STATER INN is conven iently close to 
nearby industr ial and commercial establishments 
... close to University Hospital and other hos-
pitals ... close to Columbus Airport (five miles 
due East) .. . close to Battelle Memorial Inst itute. 
For Reservations, write OHIO STATER INN, 2060 North High Street at East Woodruff, 
Columbus 1, Ohio or Telephone 294-5381. 
Known From Coast To Coast 
for 
SUPERB ITALIAN CUISINE 
Chicken Cacciatore - Veal Parmigiano 
Steak Pizziola - Lasagne 
Genuine Homemade Spaghetti & Raviola 
1692 W. Fifth ve. H . 8-6440 
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COLUMBUS' FINEST HOTEL 
THE PICK -FORT HA YES 
COMPLETELY AIR CONDITIONED 
Guest Rooms . • • • 
350 Rooms and Deluxe Suites. All beautifully redecorated 
and refurnished. Each with bath, radio and television. 
Long famous for wonderful food and service, the Pick-
Fort Hayes is recommended by America's foremost food 
authorities. The Crystal Room, exquisitely decorated and 
furnished, is Columbus' most beautiful, formal dining Restaurants 
• • • • room. The new and popular Royal Scots is open every 
day for breakfast, luncheon and dinner, serving fine food 
at moderate prices. Visit the Round-Up for delicious 
luncheon specialty or your favorite beverage. 
Banquet Accommodations . . 
An entire floor of newly modernized, enlarged and 
beautifully redecorated private dining room:;. Ideal for 
that special social occasion-luncheon or banquet-sales 
conference or convention. 10 exceptionally fine rooms 
comfortably seating from 15 to 350 persons. 
FREE OVER-NIGHT PARKING 
THOMAS S. WALKER, Manager 
A N ALBERT PI CK HOTEL 
Meet a 
triple threat! 
* * * Never an 
"Unnecessary 
Roughness." 
Never an 
"Offsides" Taste. 
You Can Always 
"Score" with ... 
7Jordens 
ice cream 
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Smith - Stevens 
traditional clothes 
• CUSTOM TAILORS 
• CLOTHIERS 
• FURNISHERS 
• FORMAL RENTALS 
Every man in business is a competitor. Your 
future depends a great deal on how you stand 
out from the crowd. When you are wearing 
one of our natural shoulder suits, you look 
the part of a winner - and that's half the 
battle. 
ALAN PAINE - ALDEN - BASS WEEJUNS 
BYFORD - CORBIN TROUSERS - DEANSGATE CLOTHES 
GANT SHIRTS - IZOD - INVETERE - JAEGER 
J. & D. McGEORGE - LINETT CLOTHES -
WHITE OF NEW HAVEN 
Smith - Stevens 
1898 N. HIGH St. at 16th AVE. 
Opposite O.S.U. 
Don A. Smith and John S. Stevens 
FOR THE EIGHTH 
CONSECUTIVE YEAR 
SEASON-LONG 
HOME & A W AY 
COVERAGE 
~[L~o(0 
OHIO STATE 'FOOTBALL 
SCHEDULES, 1966-1970 
1966 
Sept. 24 Texas Christian, Oct. 22 Wisconsin, here 
he re Oct. 29 At Minnesota 
Oct. 1 Washington, here Nov. 5 Indiana, here 
Oct. 8 At Illinois Nov. 12 At Iowa 
Oct. 15 Michigan State, Nov. 19 Michigan, here 
he re 
1967 
Sept. 30 Arizona, here Oct. 28 Illinois, here 
Oct. 7 Oregon, at Nov. 4 At Michigan State 
Port land, Ore. Nov. 11 Wisconsi n, here 
Oct. 14 Purdue, he re Nov. 18 Iowa, here 
Oct. 21 At Northwestern Nov. 25 At Michigan 
1968 
Sept. 28 So. Methodis t, Oct. 26 At Il linois 
here Nov. 2 Michigan State, 
Oct. 5 Oregon, here here 
Oct. 12 Purdue, he re Nov. 9 At Wisconsin 
Oct. 19 Northwestern, Nov. 16 At Iowa 
here Nov. 23 Michigan, here 
1969 
Sept. 27 Texas Christian, Oct. 25 llinois, here 
he, e Nov. l At Northwestern 
Oct. 4 At Washington Nov. 8 Wisconsin, here Oct. 11 Michigan State, 
here Nov. 15 Purdue, here 
Oct. 18 At Minnesota Nov. 22 At Michigan 
1970 
Sept. 26 Texas A&M, here Oct. 3 1 Northwestern, 
Oct. 3 Duke, here here 
Oct. 10 At Michigan Sta te Nov. 7 At Wisconsin 
Oct. 17 Minnesota, here Nov. 14 Purdue, here 
Oct. 24 At Illinois Nov. 21 Michigan, here 
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OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 
1966-1967 
December l 
December 3 
December 5 
December l 0 
December 20 
December 23 
December 29 
December 30 
January 7 
January 14 
January 16 
January 21 
January 23 
January 28 
February 4 
February 6 
February 11 
February 13 
February 18 
February 20 
February 25 
February 27 
March 4 
March 6 
Butler, here 
At Iowa State 
At Kansas 
Washington State, here 
Texas Christian, here 
U.S. Military Academy, here 
Duke at Greensboro, N.C. 
North Carolina at Charlotte, 
N.C. 
At Minnesota 
Indiana, here 
At Georgia Tech 
Minnesota, here 
Purdue, here 
At Northwestern 
At Wisconsin 
Northern Michigan, here 
Iowa, here 
At Purdue 
At Michigan 
Michigan State, here 
Northwestern, here 
At Michigan State 
At Iowa 
Illinois, here 
(All home games, 8:30 p.m. EST) 
SATU RDAY 
1 :00 HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL 
5:00 ECHOES OF SCARLET AND GRAY 
SUNDAY 
12:00 FILM HIGHLI TES of OSU GAMES 
1 :30 AFL GAME of the WEEK 
SPORTS NEWS 
MON.-SAT. - 6:15 
NIGHTLY - 11:15 
with Jimmy Crum and Dave Collins 
Ohioltate 
Buekeye1 
JOHN KELLEY 
No. 62-GUARD, ENGINEERING 
GLENN HODGE 
No. 47- HALFBACK, SOCIAL WORK 
PAUL FENDER 
No. 73-TACKLE, EDUCATION 
MARK STIER 
No. 54- LINEBACKER, ARTS 
Photos By I-Io11Se of Portraits 
JOHN SOBOLEWSKI 
No. 91 - END, ARTS 
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TERRY ERVIN 
No. 75- TACKLE, COMMERCE 
LEROY PEYTON 
No. 16-HALFBACK, COMMERCE 
DIRK WORDEN 
No. 56- LINEBACKER, ARTS 
WET&. WILD 
FIRST AGAINST THIRST 
During the Game at the 
Nearest Concession Stand 
Reach for 
TA YSJ,EE BREAD 
and 
COOK BOOK CAKE 
At Your Favorite 
Grocery Store 
49 
before and 
after the game 
.... at oitr house ... we're built 
for fun 'n games ( we won an 
award) .... we're built for 
relaxin', talkin', munchin', 
sippin' and joinin' 
the 11in" crowd for 
the 11showcase" of the 
jack widner trio. 
after the game .... join ztS 
for the 11buckeye ho1tr" 
.... we're built for it. 
\\ist~o 
3246 Olentangy River Road , Columbus, Ohio 
Y OUR HOST, INC. 
OWNERS, O PE RATORS, CONSULTANTS: MOTELS, HOTELS, RESTAURANTS 
WILLIAM R. SMITH, PRESIDENT 
Mr. N. Keeper - YOUR HOST in these Columbus Locations: 
UowARoJou nson'S Aunt Jemima's uowARoJo~ nsonS 
f:ajf * KITCHENe W.jt * 
Motor Lodge - Restaurant 2855 East M ain Street Motor Lodge - Restau ra nt 
5000 East Main Street 3833 West Broad Street 
• AMBASSADOR EAST :JJ,,e Gxeculive C/ut • AMBASSADOR WEST 
LOUNGE LOUNGE 
• POOLSIDE PARADISE 5050 East M ain Street • POOLSIDE PARADISE 
INVITES YOU TO JOIN IN AND 1SJNG 
CARME N OHIO 
Ohl come let's sing Ohio's praise 
And songs to Alma Mater raise ; 
While our hearts rebounding thrill 
With joy which death alone can still 
Summer's heat or winter's cold, 
The seasons pass, the years will roll : 
Time and change will surely show 
How firm thy friendship - OHIO 
COPYRIGHT 1916, MELROSE MUSIC CORP. USED BY PERMISSI ON 
When traveling VISIT THESE OTHER YOUR HOST, INC. PROPERTIES: 
Sheraton-PennPike Motor Inn, Exit 26r Pennsylvania Turnpike 
Ph iladelphia (Fort Wash ington) Pennsylvan ia 
Sheraton-Rock Island Motor Inn, One Sheraton Plaza, Rock Island, Illinois 
Sheraton Motor Inn-Ithaca, One Sheraton Drive, Ithaca, New York 
Building - TO OPEN IN 1967: HOWARD JOHNSON'S Motor Lodge - Restaurant, 
3330 Chapman Highway, Knoxv ille, Tennessee 
HOWARD JOHNSON'S - Downtown Knoxville / HOWARD JOHNSON'S - Zanesville, 
Ohio 
*SPECIAL BUSES TO STADIUM AND RETURN - ALL HOME GAMES 
YOUR HOST , INC. 
666 East Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio 432 15- Telephone (6 14) 22 1-7778 
PLEASE TURN TO THIS PAGE AT HALF-TIME FOR THE LYRICS TO " CARMEN OHIO" 
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The Ohio State University 
Marching Band 
presents 
SOUNDS OF MUSIC UNIQUELY OURS 
Situation and Music 
Aaron Copeland wrote Fanfare for the Common Man, American in style and sound. Richard 
Rodgers has brought us Sound of Music. Both compositions are uniquely ours. 
What can be more closely related to American music than a Sousa march and marching feet? 
From Broadway, with pool table and all, Luck Be a Lady Tonight. 
Religious music has long been a tradition in America . An old Shaker melody, 'Tis The Gift 
To Be Simple, is the perfect musical background for a growing flower. 
Clo ely associated with American music, a sound uniquely our ... the blues. An original com-
position for a band drill, ours alone, Richard Heine's Bell of the Blues. 
Unique in the annals of Ohio State Football, Across the Field and "Chic" Harley. 
director 
CHARLES L. SPOHN 
assistant director 
PAUL DROSTE 
graduate assistants 
DENNIS WENGER - KOSTE BELCHEF 
drum major 
MITCH BREECE 
music arrangements 
RICHARD HEINE and JOHN TAGENHORST 
the spoken word 
TOM JOHNSON 
Art Work Kirby Wyatt 
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RED1Do0R TAVERN --
1736 W. FIFTH AVE. • HU 8-0114 • JACK YOUNGQUIST, MANAGER 
A FOOTBALL SPECIAL CARRYOUT 
Signal us 30 m inutes in advance .. we' ll pre pare y ou r soup, sandwich and pie to ta ke to the 
game. Make an e nd run b e fore o r afte r the game to th e RED DOOR for deliciou s food and 
re freshme nts. 
CTC Bus To and From the Game 
Visit Our New Tap Room 
ALL LEGAL BEVERAGES SERVED. 
DON'T ACCEPT A SUBSTITUTE - SCORE IN EATING ENJOYMENT AT THE RED DOOR . 
Big Ten Football Schedule And Scores 
SEPTEMBER 17 
Southern Methodist 26, Illinois 7 
Miami (0.) 20, Indiana 10 
Iowa 31, Arizona 20 
Michigan 41, Oregon State 0 
Michigan State 28, North Carolina l 0 
Missouri 24, Minnesota 0 
Florida 43, Northwestern 7 
Purdue 42, Ohio University 3 
Wisconsin 20, Iowa State 10 
SEPTEMBER 24 
OHIO STATE 14, Texas Christian 7 
Missouri 21, Illinois 14 
Indiana 26, Northwestern 14 
Oregon State 17, Iowa 3 
Michigan 17, California 7 
Michigan State 42, Penn State 8 
Minnesota 35, Stanford 21 
Notre Dame 26, Purdue 14 
Southern California 38, Wisconsin 3 
OCTOBER 1 
Washington 38, OHIO STATE 22 
Michigan State 26, Illinois 10 
Wisconsin 7, Iowa 0 
North Carolina 21 , Michigan 7 
Purdue 35, Southern Methodist 23 
Texas 35, Indiana 0 
Notre Dame 35, Northwestern 7 
Kansas 16, Minnesota 14 
OCTOBER 8 
Illinois 10, OHIO STATE 9 
Minnesota 7, Indiana 7 (tie) 
Michigan State 20, Michigan 7 
Purdue 35, Iowa 0 
Northwestern 14, Oregon State 6 
Nebraska 31, Wisconsin 3 
OCTOBER 15 
Michigan State at OHIO STATE 
Illinois at Indiana 
Iowa at Minnesota 
Purdue at Michigan 
Northwestern at Wisconsin 
OCTOBER 21 
Indiana at Miami (Fla.) (night) 
OCTOBER 22 
Wisconsin at O HIO STATE 
Stanford at Illinois 
Northwestern at Iowa 
Minnesota at Michigan 
Purdue at Michigan State 
OCTOBER 29 
OHIO STATE at Minnesota 
1 llinois at Purdue 
Indiana at Iowa 
Michigan at Wisconsin 
Michigan State at Northwestern 
NOVEMBER 5 
Indiana at OHIO STATE 
Illinois at Michigan 
Iowa at Michigan State 
Minnesota at Northwestern 
Purdue at Wisconsin 
NOVEMBER 12 
OHIO STATE at Iowa 
Wisconsin at Illinois 
Michigan State at Indiana 
Northwestern at Michigan 
Purdue at Minnesota 
NOVEMBER 18 
Iowa at Miami (Fla.) (night) 
NOVEMBER 19 
Michigan at O HIO STATE 
1 llinois at Northwestern 
Indiana at Purdue 
Notre Dame at Michigan State 
Minnesota at Wisconsin 
E.VERY0"1E
1
S HE=ADED To MAit-.! AJ.JD HIGH STRE:.EfS AND THE: 
SOUTHERN HOTEL foR A!,.1, AffEf<-Tl,H;~GAMf-Rt?UND-UP/ 
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MARATHON GUARANTEE i j ' 
Marathon Oil Company guarantees satrsfac- <ii~ 
tion with the Marathon petroleum products f 
and the automotive services available at this , 
Marathon service station. If you are not satls-
fied with s:ich products or services, send us 
your evidence of purchase, within thirty days 
from the date of such purchase-and your 
money will be promptly refunded • 
MARATHON OIL COMPANY FINDLAY. OHIO 
- £---. ... 
··-
!Only in 
. 
• 
lCOIUfflbUS 
• ~ and only $1.25 
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For a short time only, you can get this set 
of Big Ten glasses for only $1.25, plus tax, with 
any Marathon gasoline purchase . 
Each glass is monogrammed in color with the 
official seal of a Big Ten school. Just drive in 
to any Marathon station in this area . 
Try any amount of Marathon Super-M Premium 
or Milemaker Regular gasoline, 
and pick up your glasses . 
And each and every time yo u purchase a 
Marathon product or service, you get 
the Marathon guarantee. It says you must be 
satisfied , or you get your money back. 
Dealers in this area are also offering an official 
size, official weight, all-leather Rawlings football . 
Nothing to buy, no strings attached! 
Just drive in to any Marathon station in this 
area, ask for your football, and pay the 
attendant $3.00 plus tax. 
+-kzt 
OtSCOV(A AMI MICA 
B[ST BY CAR 
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•. While al Marathon pick up y our Signal Card and play our exciting new football game "Quarterback!" • • 
. . 
····· ·············································································· ······· 
GEORGE WEBSTER, 
Co-Captain 
No. 90- ROVERBACK 
JOSEPH PRZYBYCKI 
No. 79- TACKLE 
PAT GALLINAGH 
No. 55- GUARD 
ALLEN BRENNER 
No. 86- END 
MICHIGAN 
CHARLES SMITH 
No. 95- END 
ROBERT BRAWLEY 
No. 62- GUARD 
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CLINTON JONES, 
Co-Captain 
No. 26- HALFBACK 
STATE 
GENE WASHINGTON 
No. 84- END 
ROBERT APISA 
No. 45- FULLBACK 
Sun/firs 
UNIVERSITY INN 
A dd comfort, convenience and fun to your exciting football 
weekend in Columbus ... 
make reservations to stay at Stouffer's University Inn 
If it's on 
the house 
[ 
just off the Oh io Stat e J 
campus ... only a mile north 
of the stadium! 
• 200 spacious guest rooms 
• every room with TV, radio, 
air conditioning 
• delicious Stouffer food served in 
three beautiful dining rooms 
• enjoy cocktails, late dining, music 
in the Red Lion Tavern 
• Olympic-size pool for year round 
swimming 
a Ask about our weekend package 
• Bus service to and from game 
[ 
STOUFFER'S UNIVERSITY INN J 
3025 OLENTANGY RIVER ROAD 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 267-0355 
the gang heads for 
Kuenning's. Best 
drinks in town in the 
new Oak Room! Then 
a sumptuous, relaxing 
dinner! 
I Ku~nn,ngB 
DOWNTOWN - 19 North High 
SUBURBAN - 3015 East Main 
Tune in Press Box Rev iew fo llowing t he game 
on WBNS Radio, 1460 kc. 
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WELCOME 
••. TOLE"00°\·. • • . •.• 
. . ~L,V,? 
Green 23 · 71 
Meadows~ 
• 71 33 
Before or after the game -
or for a gala f ootball-iueekend 
Green Meadows Country Inn 
On U.S. Route 23, 4 miles north of 
Worthington - Columbus, Ohio 
Just North of the Outer Belt 
: ~NNATI 
23 '-50 • • ..... 
. 
. . 
Phone 885-4051 
. . (. 
. . . . . . . 
. 
. . 
The Courilry's FAVORITE! 
FRESH AND FLAVORFUL 
MILK AND ICE CREAM PRODUCTS 
WOOD MOTORS, INC. 
Imperial-Chrysler-Plymouth-Valiant 
Direct Factory Dealer 
611 E. Broad Street 
Since 1924 
HAROLD R. WOOD '31, President 
Great show: 
color-framed stripes ... spread wider apart ... 
on cotton oxford ... exclusively Gant 
Glen Striped Oxford: a more subtle expression in stripings achieved by framing stripe-edges with a second color 
and spreading them wider apart. Gant's inimitable way of giving elan, in a gentlemanly manner, to a button-down. In 
gold stripes with blue framing; green or blue stripes with pumpkin framing; all on wheat ground. In tapered Hugger 
body. About $7.50 at discerning stores. For one nearest you, write Gant Shirtmakers, New Haven. Connecticut. 
GANT 
CHEER 
FOR MILK'S 
VITALITY 
Put Vitality on your team ... 
drink milk! A glass of cool, 
refreshing milk with meals 
and snacks helps see you 
through the busiest fall 
schedule. No other beverage 
helps you get the lasting 
energy found only in nature's 
Vitality drink ... Milk. You'll 
cheer for milk's Vitality. 
a message from dairy farmer members of 
• 
american 
dairy 
association 
